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Visit our helpful website: http://store.acsouth.com
We have added more helpful information to this web page
for you, check it out today!

Top 10 Carpet Installs for 07/11
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Top 10 HS Installs for 07/11
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Great job!
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Who will be in the Top
10 SQ YD report next
month?
Thank you for all the

hard work.
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Are you looking for a
waiver? How about a
floor plan for a customer?
Did you know you can
access the American
Carpet South computer
system
site
at
http://store.acsouth.com
from
your
internet
browser and view a
waiver and a plan for any
customer’s job that has
been completed? Try it
out today!

Flooring “Dictionary” Tool

Engineered Wood Is Greener

Under Home Depot’s “My Apron” PK and Training, HD
associates will find a great tool called the “Flooring
Dictionary.” This has been such a benefit to associates
who are unfamiliar with quoting and or selling any
flooring installation. It is a great tool to show customers
who are unaware of a flooring installation process, plus it
gives the associate a complete list of all ceramic tier
pricing and what price group goes with what kind of tile,
ceramic/porcelain or tile application. It has been
instrumental in clearing up ceramic group tier pricing
questions and customer miss quoting.

Engineered floors are made of layers of wood that are glued
together and cross layered. The layers are made of thin
pieces of plywood and the top surface is a wooden veneer
that is available in practically any wood type. The top layer of
fine wood is much thinner than standard wood floors. For
consumers who want hardwood floors made of rare or exotic
woods, choosing engineered wood floors will help conserve
the source of the wood. This makes it a great choice for
customers who are concerned about the environment but are
still looking to purchase a quality wood product for their floors.
For each square foot of solid three-quarter-inch hardwood
that is manufactured, approximately four times the amount of
engineered hardwoods can be made.
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